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Executive Summary of Recommendations 
 
Background 
 
The purpose of this document is to: 

• Provide recommendations on clinical indications and timing for neonatal brain MRI.  
• To promote best practice for acquiring and reporting neonatal brain MR images. 

MR imaging of the newborn should be undertaken in a facility with experience in examining this 
patient group. Specialists with expertise in interpreting neonatal brain MRI should report these 
images; a network or regional approach can facilitate this. 

 

Acquisition of neonatal MRI brain scans 
 

• Acquiring a good quality brain scan is essential for accurate interpretation. 
• Adequate time, training and resources should be available to ensure the infant is settled 

before and during the scan. 
• The imaging protocol used needs to be optimised for the neonatal brain, suitable to detect a 

variety of conditions and tailored to the specific clinical history of the patient. To this end, a 
standard protocol for all babies may be useful.  

• Communication, either formally through an MDT or informally between clinical teams 
(neonatologists, paediatric neurologists, neuroradiologists and radiographers) is important 
to ensure the scans are undertaken at a suitable time and with the appropriate sequences. 

• Everyone involved in a neonatal MRI examination should know the risks within the MRI 
environment, including a strong magnetic field, and have received appropriate MR safety 
training. 

 

Reporting of neonatal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain scans 
 

• Neonatal MRI brain scans should be reported by appropriately trained and qualified 
radiologists, with the report and images saved to the hospital PACS system. 

• Depending on caseload, review of scans by more than one reporter is advocated, either 
through double reading/reporting of the scan or within the setting of MDT/clinical-
radiological meetings. MDT meeting outcomes should be documented and supplied to the 
clinical teams. 

• Where possible, the development of regional networks is recommended to share 
experience. 

• The person requesting the scan should be aware of the limitations of the neonatal MRI scan, 
and the parents should be counselled accordingly.  

• Parents should be informed of the results of the scan in a timely manner, following relevant 
discussion with neuroradiologists and/or paediatric neurologists. The results are best 
communicated by a member of the clinical team who is already known to the parents and 
has been involved in the care of their newborn infant. 

• Parents should be counselled about the possibility of incidental findings, and services should 
have clinical pathways to manage actionable findings, e.g. multidisciplinary review and/or a 
follow-up scan. 
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Term and near-term infants with neonatal encephalopathy (NE) and/or seizures 
 

• MRI is the imaging modality of choice for diagnostic imaging in NE and/or seizures. 
• In newborn infants with NE and/or seizures in whom HIE is not suspected, MRI should not 

be delayed and should be undertaken as soon as it is safe and practical to do so. 
• MRI is useful in aiding diagnosis or cause of injury, timing of injury and prediction of 

neurological and developmental outcomes in newborns with hypoxic-ischaemic 
encephalopathy (HIE)  

• In the case of newborn infants with NE and/or seizures, in whom there is a high suspicion of 
perinatal hypoxia-ischaemia, MRI should be undertaken between 4 and 14 days of life, 
taking care to interpret findings from the different sequences depending on the exact timing 
of the scan. If the infant is stable, early imaging (<6 days) can accurately identify injury, 
providing a complete and optimised good quality image dataset, including diffusion-
weighted sequences, is acquired. 
 

Antenatal abnormalities of the brain 
 
Postnatal MRI may aid the diagnosis and identification of additional brain anomalies in neonates 
with suspected or confirmed antenatal brain abnormalities. The decision to scan an individual infant 
will depend on the results of specific antenatal investigations, the suspected diagnosis, and the need 
for further prognostic information. 

 

Congenital and acquired infection 
 
Imaging may be performed as soon as it is practical and safe to do so, to complement antenatal 
investigations where obtained. Imaging for acquired infection is advised in the presence of 
neurological signs and/or an abnormality on CrUS. It may be obtained as soon as the neonate is 
stable. Contrast administration may be warranted if there are concerns about complications of 
bacterial meningitis. MRA and MRV should be considered to exclude potential vascular 
complications. In babies who have failed hearing assessment, additional T2-weighted volumetric MR 
imaging of the cochlears and internal auditory canals provides valuable information and can aid in 
time-critical therapeutic decision-making.  

 

Neonatal hyperbilirubinaemia 
 
An MRI scan should be undertaken in a neonate with severe hyperbilirubinaemia associated with 
acute bilirubin encephalopathy and is best done as soon as it is safe and practical to do so. If 
neonatal imaging is considered normal, a repeat scan after six months of age may be useful in 
infants in whom there are neurological concerns. MRI cannot give information on the likelihood of 
hearing impairment. 

 

Neonatal hypoglycaemia 
 
While hypoglycaemia is associated with brain injury and neurodevelopmental impairment, the 
relationship between the severity and duration of hypoglycaemia and potential for injury is not 
straightforward. MRI should be undertaken in any neonate with seizures and/or reduced 
consciousness (lethargy, stupor or coma) and blood glucose <2.5mmol/l because of the risk of brain 
injury and neurodevelopmental impairment in this group.  MRI is not required for transient low 
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blood glucose without abnormal neurological signs, although if the transient low blood glucose was 
<1mmol/l and there is uncertainty about the documented presence/absence of acute neurological 
dysfunction, then clinicians should consider referral for MRI. 
 
The pattern of injury acquired can aid prognosis for neurodevelopmental outcomes. However, a 
normal scan does not always exclude neurodevelopmental sequelae.  
 
Term infants with congenital heart disease (CHD) 
 
In infants with CHD pre- and post-operative MRI may help in defining the timing and extent of 
cerebral injury and should be considered in infants with moderate-severe cardiac lesions. MRI 
should be undertaken in all infants where there are abnormal neurological signs, unexplained 
dysmorphic features, known genetic anomalies associated with brain abnormalities, or evidence of 
parenchymal injury on CrUS.  
 

Term infants undergoing extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) 
 
Infants undergoing ECMO are at risk of intracranial injury due to both the underlying pathology and 
complications of ECMO itself. Serial CrUS before and during ECMO is recommended but it may 
underestimate the degree of cerebral injury. There is only a limited amount of data relating acute 
brain injury following ECMO with long term neurodevelopmental problems. MRI following ECMO is 
recommended in infants in whom there are abnormal neurological signs or evidence of parenchymal 
brain injury on CrUS. 

 

Preterm infants 
 
MRI is not routinely indicated for all preterm infants as available evidence indicates it only adds 
modest value to CrUS for predicting outcomes, which has to be balanced against the logistics and 
cost of scanning. MRI should be considered if there is evidence of parenchymal injury on CrUS (large 
IVH, HPI, cPVL, PHVD, or focal pathology, including cerebellar lesions), abnormal neurological signs, 
or to aid diagnosis. The optimal timing for MRI of the preterm infant is 40-44 weeks postmenstrual 
age because this allows for assessment of brain maturation and myelination. In some circumstances, 
an earlier MRI may be beneficial if neurometabolic disease, congenital infection or CNS 
malformation are suspected, to assist surgical planning (e.g. for PHVD treatment), in infants with 
unexplained abnormal signs, or to inform end-of-life decisions. 
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SWI      Susceptibility Weighted Imaging 
TE  Echo Time 
TEA      Term Equivalent Age 
TH     Therapeutic Hypothermia 
TIR  True Inversion Recovery 
TOF  Time of Flight 
TR  Repetition Time 
WMI     White Matter Injury  
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Terms of reference, audit standards and early notification scheme 
 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become increasingly available to clinicians to evaluate the 
newborn. However, with the exception of MRI in term infants with hypoxic-ischaemic 
encephalopathy (HIE), there are no formal guidelines that address the clinical indications for and the 
practical aspects of MRI of the brain in this patient group within the NHS. 
 

Terms of reference 
 
The purpose of this document is to: 

• Provide recommendations on clinical indications for and timing of neonatal brain MRI.  
• To promote best practices for acquiring and reporting neonatal brain MR images. 

 

The roles of MRI in post-mortem examination, fetal imaging and perinatal research are beyond the 
scope of this document, as are detailed sequence parameter recommendations for image acquisition 
on specific scanners. 
 
The recommendations for scanning in this document are based on the use of 1.0T and 3.0T scanners; 
while ultra-low field, low field and ultra-high field scanners are available, they are not currently in 
widespread clinical use. 
 

Recommendations for best practice 
 
MR scanning of the newborn should be undertaken in a facility with radiographers experienced in 
examining this patient group. Radiologists with subspecialty training in paediatric radiology and/or 
neuroradiology should report these images. A network or regional approach and MDT review can 
facilitate this. 
 

Audit standards 
 

A. Infants born at term (>37 weeks gestational age – GA) with acquired brain injury, neonatal 
encephalopathy (NE), and/or seizures should undergo MRI, which is the imaging modality of 
choice. For prognostic and diagnostic purposes, the optimal timing for image acquisition in 
cases of HIE is between 4 and 14 days after birth. In newborn infants with NE and/or seizures 
in whom HIE is not suspected, MRI should not be delayed and should be undertaken as soon 
as is safe and practical to do so. 

B. In term infants with severe jaundice and clinical signs of acute bilirubin encephalopathy, MRI 
should be undertaken as soon as is safe and practical to do so. 

C. MRI should be undertaken as soon as it is safe and practical to do so in any neonate with 
abnormal neurological signs (seizures and/or reduced consciousness) and blood glucose 
<2.5mmol/l. 

D. In infants with CHD, MRI should be undertaken as soon as is safe and practical to do so if 
there are abnormal neurological signs, unexplained dysmorphic features, known genetic 
anomalies associated with brain abnormalities, or evidence of parenchymal injury on CrUS.  

E. In infants undergoing ECMO, MRI should be undertaken as soon as is safe and practical to do 
so if there are abnormal neurological signs or evidence of parenchymal injury on CrUS.  

F. MRI of the preterm infant at TEA (40-44 weeks PMA) should be if there is evidence of 
parenchymal injury on CrUS (large IVH, HPI, cPVL, PHVD, or focal pathology, including 
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cerebellar lesions), abnormal neurological signs or to aid diagnosis.  
G. The radiologist’s report of an MR scan should be available on the hospital PACS system within 

two working days of the scan (90% target). Double reporting of MR scans is desirable. If scans 
are reviewed at a local or regional MDT, this should happen within 2 weeks of the scan. 
Ideally long-term follow-up clinical data and imaging outcomes should be fed back to the 
MDT. 

 
Early Notification Scheme 
 
The Early Notification Scheme (ENS), operated by NHS Resolution, investigates where there is 
evidence of, or the potential for, hypoxic-ischaemic brain injury having occurred in the first week 
following delivery or unexpected NICU admission for acute encephalopathy. The clinical definition of 
brain injury used in these cases was amended in April 2021, placing emphasis on imaging findings: 
‘Babies who have an abnormal MRI scan where there is evidence of changes in relation to 
intrapartum HIE’ 1. 
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Acquisition of neonatal MRI brain scans 
 
Background 
 
There are challenges to performing and acquiring a good quality MRI brain scan in the neonatal 
period.  In most units, the MR scanner is located a distance away from the NICU and may be in a 
different hospital. Appropriately experienced staff need to accompany the neonate to the MR 
scanner and monitor them during both transportation and scan acquisition. This may require referral 
to the regional neonatal transfer team. Many scans on non-ventilated neonates are undertaken with 
them swaddled and following a feed. However, it is often difficult to acquire a comprehensive high-
quality image dataset with a ‘feed and wrap’ procedure alone, and sedation (e.g. with chloral 
hydrate) may be considered. Poor quality images prevent full clinical interpretation. All staff involved 
in a neonatal MRI examination should be aware of the risks within the MRI environment, including a 
strong magnetic field, and have received appropriate MR safety training. Radiographers are 
responsible for data acquisition, patient care and MRI safety. 
  

Preparing the neonate 
 
Attention to preparation is essential to achieve a successful neonatal MRI brain examination. An MR 
safety questionnaire should be completed and signed by an individual with relevant MR safety 
training/accreditation. Equipment, sensors and implants are classified as MR safe, unsafe or 
conditional, and the MRI team must be informed before the baby arrives in the MRI facility if there 
are any positive answers to the safety questionnaire. The safety questionnaire should also be 
completed by staff accompanying the infant into the MRI facility. Awareness is needed that staff 
with implants may not be allowed into the MRI facility and so should not accompany the infant. 
While there is no contra-indication for pregnant staff to enter an MR facility, the MHRA advise that 
pregnant staff do not remain in the scan room whilst scanning is underway because of repeated 
exposure to acoustic noise and potential effects on the fetus. It is possible to scan ventilated 
neonates and or those on IV therapy as long as MR-safe or MR-conditional equipment is used.  
 
Preparation for all neonates includes consideration about the volume and frequency of oral feeds. 
Swaddling the neonate will minimise movement during the scan. Ear protection will be required to 
reduce the noise at the eardrum to below 85dB(A) for both newborn infant and staff staying with 
the baby. Ear protection will also help the baby sleep during the scan. Reducing other environmental 
stimuli, such as dimming lights, may help induce sleep. A temperature check should be performed 
before and after the examination. MR-safe or conditional continuous temperature monitoring 
should be used if scanning a preterm infant. Prior to taking the baby into the scanner room, a final 
safety review should be undertaken: ‘pause and check’. 
 
If sedation is used, appropriate care pathways must be developed with neonatal and/or anaesthetic 
staff to ensure appropriate continuous monitoring of vital signs (i.e. heart rate, oxygen saturation 
levels) using MR-safe or MR-conditional equipment. Appropriate escalation pathways should exist in 
the event of a deterioration. Sedation should be tailored to the neonate’s neurological state and the 
presence of additional sedatives or anticonvulsants. Sedation may be best given in the MRI 
department and close communication between neonatal staff and radiography staff is required to 
ensure minimal time is lost between sedation, the neonate falling asleep, and the scanner being 
available and prepared for a neonatal examination. Once sedated, the neonate be accompanied at 
all times by a staff member trained in neonatal resuscitation until they wake after the scan.  If 
contrast is required, intravenous access should be secured before going into the scanner. 
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Figure 1 MRI of newborn infant. The neonate is swaddled with a Med-Vac immobiliser with 
appropriate ear protection 2. 
 

Timing of the scan 
 
The timing of a neonatal MR brain scan depends on the gestational age of the infant and the clinical 
question being addressed (see individual sections in the document).  
 

Scan protocol 
 
The imaging protocol used needs to be suitable to detect a variety of conditions and tailored to the 
specific clinical history of the patient. The most effective approach is to have one comprehensive 
protocol as a neonatal exam card on the scanner with on table review of the imaging by a radiologist 
who can assess whether to either add extra MR sequences or remove unnecessary ones. Image 
signal-to-noise ratio is governed by the proximity of the coil to the neonatal head. Ideally, as small a 
coil as possible should be used; the head needs to be positioned in the centre of the bore to avoid 
signal intensity heterogeneity and minimise signal dropout.  
 

Core Protocol 
• Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) will detect acute infarction within hours of the injury and 

before it becomes visible T1- and T2-weighted images; but is useful at any time point to help 
time an injury. An ADC map should be produced.   

• T1- and T2-weighted images, preferably in all three orthogonal planes, allow assessment of 
anatomy and definition of the exact site and extent of any acquired injury.   

• Volumetric acquisitions may be used to avoid three separate planar acquisitions.  
• Susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) or gradient echo T2-weighted imaging allows better 

detection of haemorrhage and or calcium.  
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Sequences to be considered 
• An MR venogram (MRV) may be added to the protocol if there is concern of cerebral venous 

sinus thrombosis (CVST) with or without associated parenchymal or intraventricular 
haemorrhage. MRV must be interpreted with caution in neonates due to the slow flow rate 
within veins, and specific sequences should be adopted. 

• An MR angiogram (MRA) to confirm normal arteries, particularly in the presence of perinatal 
arterial ischaemic stroke (PAIS) is important and should include the neck vessels and the 
Circle of Willis.   

• MRV and MRA may be acquired separately or as a combined time of flight (TOF) sequence. 
• Proton (1H) MR spectroscopy (MRS) is reported to be an accurate predictor of outcome in 

babies with HIE who have undergone TH 3-5. MRS can also be a valuable diagnostic adjunct in 
neonates with suspected metabolic encephalopathy.  

• The acquisition and analysis of all imaging in this age group requires appropriately skilled 
and experienced staff but is of particular importance for MRS, when support from a physicist 
may be needed. Comparative normative data is required to allow accurate analysis. The use 
of MRS will depend on local expertise for acquisition and interpretation of results.  

• If MRS is undertaken, the voxel should be placed over the left basal ganglia and thalami. An 
additional voxel may be placed over cerebral white matter if there is suspicion of a 
metabolic disorder. 

• Volumetric T2-weighted imaging may be useful to assess the cerebral aqueduct if there is 
ventricular enlargement, or the inner ear structures in babies who have failed hearing 
assessment.  

 

Optional sequences 
• Proton Density (PD) weighted images can help with assessment of deep grey nuclei in HIE.  
• FLAIR imaging may not add significantly to the neonatal sequences already mentioned. 

 

As the neonatal brain has a higher water content than is found at later ages, T1 and T2 values are 
higher. The sequence parameters must be adjusted to account for this and provide the best tissue 
contrast. A core protocol is suggested in Appendix 1; all scan parameters are a starting point for 
image acquisition and require optimisation for individual MR scanners. 
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Figure 2 Normal appearances of the term neonatal brain. Top row, from left to right: T1-weighted 
(sagittal) T1-weighted (transverse), T2-weighted, diffusion weighted ADC map; bottom row, from left 
to right: susceptibility weighted image, magnetic resonance venogram, magnetic resonance 
angiogram, proton-magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Myelination can be seen as high signal 
intensity on T1- and low signal intensity on T2-weighted images. (Images courtesy of Professor Mary 
Rutherford). 
 

Summary 
 

• Acquiring a good quality brain scan is essential for accurate interpretation. 
• Adequate time, training and resources should be available to ensure the infant is settled 

prior to and during the scan. 
• The imaging protocol used needs to be optimised for the neonatal brain, suitable to detect a 

variety of conditions and tailored to the specific clinical history of the patient. To this end, a 
standard protocol for all babies may be useful.  

• Communication, either formally through an MDT or informally between clinical teams 
(neonatologists, paediatric neurologists, neuroradiologists and radiographers) is important 
to ensure the scans are undertaken at a suitable time and with the appropriate sequences. 

• Everyone involved in a neonatal MRI examination should know the risks within the MRI 
environment, including a strong magnetic field, and have received appropriate MR safety 
training. 
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Reporting of neonatal MRI brain scans 
 
Background 
 

The acquisition and interpretation of neonatal brain MRI is challenging compared with older patient 
groups because during the perinatal period: 

• Appearances of the brain and regional structures differ from the adult brain and change with 
gestational age and postnatal maturation. 

• Abnormalities may relate to specific perinatal pathologies not seen in adult neuroradiology. 
• Acquired injuries evolve rapidly from the time of onset. 
• Image quality may be suboptimal and movement artefacts are common.   
• Tissue contrast changes rapidly due to evolving myelination, decreases in brain water 

content, and increases in tissue density.  
• Contrast-to-noise ratio between grey and white matter may be lower if sequences are not 

well optimised for the neonatal brain. 
 

Although all radiology trainees will encounter neonatal brain MRI scans during training, obtaining 
radiology CCT with subspecialist training in paediatric imaging and neuroradiology will provide 
greater experience in reporting images from this age group. All radiologists undergo annual appraisal 
and revalidation, which should include review of neonatal brain MR reporting if this forms part of 
their job plan. Double reporting of these studies is optimal, and at least one radiologist, preferably 
both, should have a subspeciality interest in paediatric brain MRI reporting. This may require the 
implementation of local reporting networks to ensure high-quality and timely reporting. 
 

What the reporter wants to know 
 
To provide a knowledgeable and reasoned assessment of an MRI scan, it is important to correlate 
the imaging with the clinical history and current clinical status of the baby 6 . Essential information 
which should be provided in the scan request is given in table 1; it should include key demographic 
and clinical information and a differential diagnosis. If other antenatal or postnatal imaging has been 
performed, then the reporting radiologists should be informed so that this imaging can be 
considered at the time of reporting the neonatal brain MRI. With increasing numbers of advanced 
neonatal practitioners in the workforce, Trusts should facilitate training to enable requests for MRI 
scans from non-medical professionals. 
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Table 1: Essential information that should be provided in the scan request. 

Antenatal Perinatal Postnatal 
Estimated date of delivery  Date & time of birth Neurological signs and evolution 

Dysmorphic features 
Maternal health (e.g. diabetes, 
drug use etc). 

Gestational age at birth Details of therapeutic cooling 

Relevant obstetric/family 
history 

CTG abnormalities Information on hypotension, 
sepsis, hypoglycaemia, 
electrolyte disturbance 

Abnormal findings on antenatal 
scans 

Mode of delivery Seizure activity history with aEEG 
and EEG findings, where 
available  

 Presence of meconium Evidence of organ dysfunction 
(heart/liver/kidney) 

 Apgar scores at 1, 5, and 10 
minutes   

Clotting 
problems/thrombocytopenia 

 Cord blood gases Information on ability to feed 
orally  

 Need for prolonged 
resuscitation 

CrUS findings 

 Birth weight, OFC  
 

What the referrer wants to know 
 
The referrer requires a detailed review of the images, with particular detail of features that may be 
of diagnostic and prognostic value (e.g. the location of acquired parenchymal lesions – in particular, 
the appearances of the posterior limb of the internal capsule and deep grey nuclei, features 
consistent with a specific CNS malformation, congenital infection, or neurometabolic disorder, or 
specific patterns of injury that are associated with adverse outcome). Clinically important negative 
findings should be included. It is helpful to know whether further or repeat imaging is 
recommended.  
 
A graded injury reporting system is rarely used outside of research settings and may be difficult to 
interpret for clinical purposes, but it may be agreed to be implemented locally. The use, or not, of 
specific reporting proforma should be agreed locally and would need to be compatible with local 
EMR systems. An example of a reporting proforma is given in Appendix 2. 
 
If there are specific issues relating to the infant being scanned, it is always helpful to have a personal 
conversation between the radiology and clinical teams before the scan. 
 

Reporting 
 
The radiologist needs to be knowledgeable about the normal appearances of the neonatal brain 
across gestational ages 22-44 weeks and the range of potential pathologies evident on imaging for 
this population group. Images should be viewed and reported on high-quality imaging PACS 
monitors. The images should be available in a format which allows the radiologist to interrogate the 
imaging data fully. For instance, diffusion-weighted imaging should include the formation of an ADC 
map. MRV and MRA imaging should be available as DICOM data to allow multiplanar and 3D 
reformatting. MRS should be provided in a format that allows consistent reporting against normative 
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data. A formal written report should be available on the referring hospital PACS and patient 
information systems within two working days but preferably should be available the same day if it 
could inform clinical management. 
 
It may be possible for an MRI scan to be performed in a local centre but there may not be a person 
with appropriate expertise available to report the images. Arrangements may be made for tertiary 
reporting of scans; in this situation, it is appropriate for the tertiary/reporting centre to advise on 
technical aspects of image acquisition detailing the sequences to be obtained. Regular audits on 
image quality may be useful.  
 
In centres where reporting of neonatal MRI scans is undertaken but the number of cases is small 
(e.g. less than 12/year), review of scans by more than one radiologist with the provision of a 
consensus report is recommended. The second radiologist may be based at a larger centre and have 
greater experience of reporting neonatal brain MRI. A number of studies have shown improved 
reporting rates for various imaging investigations with the introduction of a second reader, and 
double reporting also serves to increase the experience of those involved 7.  
 

Multidisciplinary teams and networks  
 
Secondary review of neonatal brain MRI scans is advocated within the setting of an MDT, which may 
be convened at local, network or regional level depending on available expertise. MDT review is 
advised because coordinated expert review has the potential:  
 

• To improve communication between the professionals involved and consequently result in 
more appropriate and consistent information being offered to parents. 

• To share knowledge, expertise, and experience among a range of professionals and 
therefore serve as a platform for training and to reduce variation in the service provided 
nationally. 
 

Whether performed and reviewed locally or performed locally with tertiary review of the imaging, 
there needs to be a clear process for communication between clinician and radiologist so that an 
appropriate clinically based opinion of the imaging can be given. 
 

Levels of certainty of a diagnosis 
 
The level of certainty of a diagnosis made on an MRI scan will be affected by the quality of the scan 
obtained as well as the experience of the reporting radiologist; movement artefact, in particular, can 
affect neonatal MRI scans, although this is minimised if careful, appropriate sedation or post-
acquisition motion correction is used. Abnormalities detected are often subtle, making it more 
challenging to be sure they are present. The level of certainty of any finding on a scan needs to be 
conveyed adequately by the radiologist to the clinician because it may contribute to the decision-
making process regarding further management.  

 

Communication with parents 
 
Parents or next of kin should be informed about the indication for an MRI scan, the timing of the 
scan, the process of undertaking the MRI scan in a neonate, and the process of reporting the scan. 
Parents will often place a lot of emphasis on the MRI scan being able to provide both an accurate 
diagnosis and detailed long-term outcome predictions. It is important to counsel parents as to the 
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value and limitations of MR scanning and that it is usually one several investigations, alongside the 
clinical history and examination which, when considered together, provides a full account of their 
baby’s condition. Parents should be able to accompany their baby to the scanning department. They 
should also be told that once the scan is done, a report will not be available immediately.  
 
Communication of the MRI report to the parents by the clinical team should be done promptly, 
preferably with both parents together and following any relevant discussion with radiologists and/or 
paediatric neurologists. Where possible, the imaging findings should be communicated by a member 
of the clinical team who is already known to the parents and has been involved in the baby’s care. If 
the results and interpretation of the MRI scan are available at the time of transfer back to the local 
unit, arrangements should be made to communicate this information to parents and referral teams 
in a timely manner. Parents should be informed about the possibility of incidental findings being 
detected. 
 
All discussions with parents must be clearly documented in the medical records. 
 

Summary 
 

• Neonatal MRI brain scans should be reported by appropriately trained and qualified 
radiologists, and the report and images saved to the hospital PACS system. 

• Depending on caseload, review of scans by more than one reporter is advocated, either 
through double reading/reporting of the scan or within the setting of MDT/clinical-
radiological meetings. MDT meeting outcomes should be documented and supplied to the 
clinical teams. 

• Where possible, the development of regional networks is recommended to share 
experience. 

• The person requesting the scan should be aware of the limitations of the neonatal MRI scan, 
and the parents should be counselled accordingly.  

• Parents should be informed of the results of the scan promptly, following relevant discussion 
with neuroradiologists and/or paediatric neurologists. Results are best communicated by a 
member of the clinical team who is already known to the parents and has been involved in 
the care of their newborn infant. 

• Parents should be counselled about the possibility of incidental findings, and services should 
have clinical pathways to manage actionable findings e.g. multidisciplinary review and/or a 
follow-up scan. 
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Term and near-term infants with neonatal encephalopathy & seizures 
 

Background 
 
Neonatal encephalopathy (NE) is a clinically defined syndrome of altered neurological function, 
characterised by difficulties establishing respiration, depression of tone and reflexes and alteration 
of consciousness. Seizures may or may not be a feature of NE, and not all infants with seizures are 
encephalopathic. Multiple aetiologies must be considered, and not surprisingly, there is considerable 
overlap in the differential diagnosis of a neonate presenting with encephalopathy and a neonate 
presenting with seizures. 
 
The most common cause of NE and seizures is hypoxic-ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE). The 
diagnosis of HIE may not be apparent at presentation, and an open mind should be kept as to the 
aetiology or potential combination of aetiologies of encephalopathy and/or seizures in the neonate. 
This is particularly the case where the clinical course is atypical for HIE. 
 
Apart from HIE, the differential diagnosis of NE and seizures includes focal cerebral injury (PAIS, 
CVST, primary intracranial haemorrhage), birth trauma, transient metabolic disturbances 
(hypoglycaemia, hypomagnesaemia, hyponatraemia), acute infections, drug exposure, inborn errors 
of metabolism, congenital brain malformations, tumours, neuromuscular disorders, neonatal-onset 
epilepsy syndromes and vitamin-responsive epilepsies. 
 

Neuroimaging in neonates with encephalopathy and/or seizures 
 
Neuroimaging is important for determining the aetiology of both NE and neonatal seizures, guiding 
clinical decision-making and prognosis, especially after hypoxic-ischaemic injury 8  and informing risk 
management and medico-legal proceedings. Hypoxia-ischaemia is associated with well-described 
patterns of injury, which vary depending on a number of clinical factors including gestational age, 
and the nature, severity and timing of the insult. Neuroimaging also has a high diagnostic yield for 
other causes of NE and seizures with CrUS, MRI and occasionally CT scanning (e.g. if acute 
neurosurgical intervention might be needed and MRI isn’t available) all having a role in the early 
management of these infants. 
 
It is beyond the scope of this framework to describe specific injury patterns associated with NE and 
seizures, which are well described in the literature 9 , but it will instead focus on the image 
acquisition and timing of brain imaging following clinical presentation. 
 

Cranial Ultrasound 
All newborn infants presenting with NE and seizures should have a CrUS performed within 12 hours 
of admission because it can be helpful in detecting intracranial haemorrhage, antenatal brain injury 
and congenital brain lesions. Other lesions, such as focal arterial infarction, may not always be easily 
visualised at an early stage with cranial ultrasound.  
 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MRI is warranted in all neonates with NE and/or seizures, even if the CrUS shows no obvious 
abnormality. Apart from infants with suspected HIE (the majority of whom with moderate-severe 
HIE having undergone TH), the MRI should not be delayed and should be undertaken as soon as it is 
safe and practical to do so after presentation.  
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Computed Tomography 
There is growing evidence of potential long-term harm of CT scanning in infancy 10. Early (non-
contrast) CT should be limited to emergency situations when there is evidence of birth trauma and 
urgent imaging is required because acute neurosurgical intervention is being considered. In all other 
situations MRI is the imaging modality of choice. Rarely, CT may provide complementary information 
to MRI 11. 
 

Diagnostic imaging in HIE 
 
Perinatal asphyxia severe enough to cause HIE is the most common cause of NE and seizures in term 
and near-term infants. Therapeutic hypothermia (TH) for 72 hours after birth is the standard of care 
for all infants with moderate-severe HIE 12. MRI is the central component in both diagnosing the 
nature and extent of injury in HIE, as well as providing important prognostic information. Whilst MRI 
should not be delayed in other causes of NE and / or seizures, in neonates with HIE who may also be 
being cooled, it is particularly important to understand the temporal evolution of typical patterns of 
injury on the different MRI sequences. While DWI and T2-weighted sequences optimally detect 
injury on imaging before day 7 (and ideally before day 5), changes on T1-weighted sequences may 
not be as apparent until after day 5, with maximal injury evident at 10 to 14 days post injury. T1-
weighted images are essential in the evaluation of myelin development alongside the findings from 
T2-weighted images. A comprehensive protocol with all recommended sequences should be used 
regardless of the timing of the scan. Cooling does not appear to change the pattern of injury on MRI 
if present13. 
 

Timing of imaging in HIE 
There has been considerable debate as to the merits of early (<6 days) versus late (>6 days) imaging, 
however, studies comparing early (~4days) to late (>7 days) have shown strong agreement 9 and so 
timing should depend on local practicalities of obtaining a scan, as well as the clinical condition and 
stability of the infant. Moving a critically ill, ventilated infant on multiple inotropes to an MRI 
scanner is not without risk, and it may be worth waiting a few days until the infant is more stable; 
likewise, there is no reason to delay scanning an infant requiring minimal respiratory support once 
the baby has been rewarmed. Therefore, the recommendation is to scan the baby once rewarmed 
(i.e. from day 4), assuming the infant is clinically stable to be moved to the MRI scanner, and 
preferably no later than day 14. Good quality imaging acquired at a later time point whilst less 
optimal can still provide clinically valuable information.  
 
In late preterm infants (<37 weeks’ gestation) with HIE who have undergone TH, early MRI can be 
undertaken as described above; however, accurate assessment of myelination from the posterior 
limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) may require repeat imaging at term-equivalent age. 
 
While there is some data to show that very early scanning during therapeutic hypothermia (2-3 days 
after birth) can be obtained safely, practical considerations should be taken for moving a baby being 
cooled in terms of maintenance of temperature, particularly given the heating effect of MRI on the 
infant. In a small number of infants with severe HIE, early MRI (i.e. within the first 72 hours) may be 
clinically indicated, particularly where redirection of intensive care is being considered. However, the 
reorientation towards palliative care should not be delayed while MRI is sought if criteria for 
discontinuing intensive care, as described in RCPCH and GMC guidance, are met. In some centres, 
post-mortem MRI may be used to complement conventional autopsy. However, the use of MRI in 
post-mortem examination is beyond the scope of this framework. 
 
Repeat imaging (beyond one month of age) rarely provides any additional information on the nature 
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and extent of injury. Repeat imaging is usually only necessary if initial imaging has been of poor 
quality, certain important sequences were omitted, e.g. MRV or MRA, or there are unexplained new 
or persisting neurological symptoms in the infant not explained by the original images.  
 

Prognostic utility of MRI/MRS in HIE 
 
MRI is an important prognostic biomarker 5 14-18. When assigning prognosis, it is important to take 
into account the clinical history and neurological examination and results from other investigations 
including neurophysiological assessment. While it is beyond the scope of this framework to provide 
a comprehensive systematic review of all relevant MRI/MRS studies and long-term 
neurodevelopmental outcome, table 2 summarises the accuracy of MR biomarkers in neonates with 
NE as predictors of the combined outcome of death and neurodevelopmental disability at 18-30 
months of age. In the absence of MRI abnormalities, the likelihood of severe neurodevelopmental 
impairment is low. 
 
In research settings, 1H-MRS is reported to be an accurate predictor of outcome in neonates with 
HIE who have undergone TH. Not all centres perform this routinely as it requires support from 
appropriately skilled and experienced staff, but where there is local expertise for acquisition and 
interpretation, it may contribute to prognostication.  
 

 
Table 2 The accuracy of MR biomarkers in neonates with neonatal encephalopathy (NE) as 
predictors of the combined outcome of death and neurodevelopmental disability at 18–30 months 
of age 9. 
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Imaging term infants with mild HIE 
 
There is some evidence that infants with mild HIE have increased neurological morbidity and that 
mild HIE can be associated with MRI abnormalities19 20. However, there is no clear agreed definition 
of mild HIE and the predictive value of MRI on neurological outcomes in mild HIE is not known with 
certainty. It is important to consider these uncertainties carefully when undertaking a decision to 
scan and parents should be made aware of this and the challenges of interpreting abnormalities of 
unknown significance. 
 
MRI, however, can be undertaken in this group of infants if there is uncertainty surrounding the 
diagnosis or if there are atypical neurological features.  
 

Diagnostic imaging in focal infarction or haemorrhage with or without cerebral 
venous sinus thrombosis 
 
Focal infarction resulting from perinatal arterial ischaemic stroke (PAIS) may present as isolated 
seizures in an otherwise well newborn infant within the first 48 hours after birth. It is more common 
in primigravida mothers, following instrumental delivery or where instrumental delivery failed and 
caesarean section was required, and in male neonates. The left middle cerebral artery is most 
commonly affected. Occasionally, it can present in an encephalopathic neonate, in a neonate with 
symptomatic hypoglycaemia or in an infant with meningitis. 
 
Neonatal cerebral haemorrhage may be associated with cerebral sinus venous thrombosis (CVST), an 
acquired or congenital coagulation disorder, or it may complicate infection or, less commonly, a 
metabolic disorder. Occasionally, haemorrhage may relate to a vascular anomaly.  
 
MRI is the most sensitive modality of choice, and imaging should be performed when safe and 
practical to do so. MRA of both the circle of Willis and the neck vessels and MRV may be particularly 
useful in informing aetiology. MRA and MRV sequences should be included if there is suspicion of 
infarction or thrombosis.  
 

Summary Recommendations 
 

• MRI is the imaging modality of choice for diagnostic imaging in NE and/or seizures. 
• In newborn infants with NE and/or seizures in whom HIE is not suspected, MRI should not 

be delayed and should be undertaken as soon as it is safe and practical to do so. 
• MRI is useful in aiding diagnosis or cause of injury, timing of injury and prediction of 

neurological and developmental outcomes in newborns with hypoxic-ischaemic 
encephalopathy (HIE)  

• In the case of newborn infants with NE and/or seizures, in whom there is a high suspicion of 
perinatal hypoxia-ischaemia, MRI should be undertaken between 4 and 14 days of life, 
taking care to interpret findings from the different sequences depending on the exact timing 
of the scan. If the infant is stable, early imaging (<6 days) can accurately identify injury, 
providing a complete and optimised good quality image dataset, including diffusion-
weighted sequences, is acquired. 
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Antenatal abnormalities of the brain 
 
Background 
 
Brain abnormalities that predate delivery include both structural malformations and acquired 
injuries. The latter may have hypoxic, ischaemic, haemorrhagic or infectious aetiologies, isolated or 
combined. Structural abnormalities may be isolated or part of a syndrome and may or may not have 
a known genetic aetiology. Recently, rapid whole exome and genome analysis is increasing the 
diagnostic yield in fetuses with non-pathognomonic brain findings 21. In some neonates, there may 
be non-CNS abnormalities or dysmorphic features but no previously diagnosed brain abnormality. 
The most common antenatally diagnosed fetal brain anomaly is ventriculomegaly; this is often 
isolated, but MRI may detect additional abnormalities that influence both diagnosis and prognosis 
for the infant. The most frequently missed brain anomaly on antenatal US is agenesis of the corpus 
callosum 22. 
 
Imaging 
 
Antenatal MRI has superior diagnostic accuracy and confidence for fetal brain abnormalities 
compared to ultrasound 23. However, it is still limited in terms of resolution and is prone to artefact 
from fetal motion unless motion correction approaches are employed. In addition, brain anomalies 
may become more overt with increasing gestation. Postnatal imaging in any baby with an 
antenatally diagnosed cerebral abnormality is recommended, and, in the majority, postnatal MRI will 
be warranted. A detailed review on the indication, practicalities and timing of antenatal MRI is 
beyond the scope of this framework. 
 
Postnatal brain MRI can usually be performed when feasible within the first month of life, including 
as an outpatient following discharge home, to detect an undiagnosed developmental abnormality, 
confirm antenatal findings, better assess regional brain structures and maturity and exclude any 
additional acquired injury. Urgent brain MRI may be needed in neonates with evidence of suspected 
vascular anomaly such as a Vein of Galen malformation, obstructive ventricular dilation or those 
with a myelomeningocele.  
 
A standard MR neonatal brain examination should be performed. Further sequences may augment 
the study if clinically indicated, for instance, a heavily T2-weighted sequence to assess CSF flow 
through the cerebral aqueduct in the assessment of neonates with ventricular dilation. In babies 
who have failed a hearing assessment, additional T2 volumetric MR imaging of the cochlears and 
internal auditory canals provides valuable information and can in critical therapeutic decision-
making. Good quality MRI allows better definition of the brain phenotype which may assist in 
determining a specific diagnosis or in focusing further investigations to determine underlying 
aetiology. Whilst neurodevelopmental outcome may be dictated by the final diagnosis or the 
presence of additional clinical features, this may be further informed by MRI findings.  
 
Summary Recommendations 
 
Postnatal MRI may aid the diagnosis and identification of additional brain anomalies in neonates 
with suspected or confirmed antenatal brain abnormalities. The decision to scan an individual infant 
will depend on the results of antenatal investigations, the possible diagnosis, and the need for 
further prognostic information.    
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Congenital and acquired infection 
 
Congenital infection 
 
Congenital infections may be viral, bacterial or protozoan. An antenatal infection may be suspected 
following maternal clinical symptoms or fetal ultrasound findings and may be confirmed following 
maternal blood testing and amniocentesis. A congenital infection may not be considered until after 
delivery in a neonate with, for example, fetal growth restriction, skin rash, hepatosplenomegaly 24. 
The most common viral infection is cytomegalovirus occurring in 0.3-2.4% of live births; in mothers 
with a first infection during pregnancy, 30-40% of fetuses will become infected 25.  
 
Infection may affect many body systems with well-documented patterns of injury in the fetal and 
neonatal brain 26 27. MR imaging will not provide information on any associated hearing loss. Less 
common but clinically significant viral infections that may infect the fetal CNS include parvovirus, 
rubella and varicella, which may all demonstrate characteristic findings on imaging 28. Toxoplasmosis 
may be clinically silent or produce symptoms during pregnancy. Diagnosis is difficult, but treatment 
may be started prior to delivery to prevent CNS and ocular injury in the baby. MR imaging is useful to 
exclude or assess the extent of CNS involvement, which may include parenchymal infarctions, 
calcification with ventricular dilation.  
 
Fetal bacterial infections include Listeria, which may cause stillbirth, precipitate delivery and may 
result in significant brain injury. These sequelae may be avoided if there is a prompt maternal 
diagnosis and appropriate antibiotic treatment is commenced. Maternal chorioamnionitis from a 
variety of bacteria may have a detrimental but indirect effect on the fetal brain with conditions such 
as periventricular leukomalacia and diffuse white matter injury associated with the corresponding 
fetal immune response 29 .   
 

Imaging in congenital infection   
 
Neonatal MRI may confirm fetal and/or neonatal CrUS findings or detect additional abnormalities 
such as abnormal white matter signal, focal infarctions or cysts and abnormalities in the cortex and 
cerebellum. CrUS may be better than MRI at detecting calcification, thalamo-striatopathy, and 
subependymal cysts. A routine MR protocol designed for brain injury is appropriate in the 
investigation of congenital infection and should therefore include T1-weighted and T2-weighted 
sequences, a GE sequence or SWI, and DWI.  An MRI may be required urgently in a neonate with 
confirmed CMV infection as confirmation of brain involvement may be an indication for antiviral 
treatment.  
 

Acquired infections  
 
Acquired neonatal infections may be bacterial, viral or fungal, with characteristic patterns of brain 
injury from direct infection or indirect injury due to vasculitis, thrombosis or obstructive ventricular 
dilation. The most common neonatal bacterial CNS infection is Group B streptococcus. Neonatal 
infection may be early, with an incidence of 0.57/1000 live births or have late onset with an 
incidence 0.27/1000 live births, in the UK and Ireland. The incidence of meningitis is higher with late 
onset disease and carries a significant around an 8% risk of mortality and a 40% risk of morbidity. 
Other bacteria that are associated with neonatal CNS invasion and subsequent neurological sequelae 
include gram negative bacteria, E. Coli, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas and Citrobacter species.  
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The most common viral infections presenting with neurological injury in neonates are herpes 
simplex virus and the enteroviruses, e.g. echovirus and parechovirus. Once again MRI findings may 
be characteristic with several reports in the literature  28. 
 
Neonatal fungal infections are more common in the preterm population, particularly in neonates 
with necrotising enterocolitis, following abdominal surgery, prolonged ventilation, prolonged or 
repeated antibiotic therapy, or with candida colonisation.  Typical candida micro abscesses may not 
be detectable with CrUS, and MRI is recommended if there is suspicion of CNS disease.   
 

Imaging in acquired infection  
 
MR imaging may be warranted in a neonate with a complicated bacterial or fungal acquired infection 
if they have been severely ill with superadded neurological signs or have an abnormality detected on 
CrUS. MR imaging may also be warranted in a neonate with acquired viral encephalitis. The standard 
neonatal brain examination should be acquired. A discussion about the merit of contrast should be 
had prior to preparing for MRI and IV access secured in preparation if indicated. Reasons for giving 
contrast include a suspected focal abscess, although an acute infarction may also enhance with 
contrast, and confirmation of meningeal involvement.  MRA and MRV should also be considered 
because vasculopathy and CVST may complicate infection. Bacterial meningitis may be complicated 
by labyrinthitis ossificans. In babies who have failed hearing assessment, heavily T2-weighted MR 
imaging of the cochlears and internal auditory canals provides valuable information and aids in time-
critical cochlear implant (prior to cochlear sclerosis).  
 
Imaging can be performed once the baby is stable or more promptly to investigate a focal lesion 
detected on CrUS, ventricular dilation, or unexplained neurological signs.  
 
 
Summary Recommendations 
  
For congenital and acquired infection, imaging may be performed as soon as it is practical and safe 
to do so to complement antenatal investigations where obtained. Imaging for acquired infection is 
advised in the presence of neurological signs and/or an abnormality on CrUS. It may be obtained as 
soon as the neonate is stable. Contrast administration may be warranted if there are concerns about 
complications of bacterial meningitis. MRA and MRV should be considered to exclude potential 
vascular complications. In babies who have failed a hearing assessment, additional T2 volumetric MR 
imaging of the cochleae and internal auditory canals provides valuable information and can aid in 
time-critical therapeutic decision making.  
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Neonatal hyperbilirubinaemia 
 
Background 
 
Neonatal hyperbilirubinaemia can result in acute neurological dysfunction, known as acute bilirubin 
encephalopathy (ABE). Although ABE and kernicterus are used interchangeably, technically, 
kernicterus refers to the deposition of bilirubin in the globus pallidus, subthalamic nuclei and 
hippocampi. Bilirubin-induced neurological dysfunction (BIND) refers to longer term clinical sequelae 
resulting from kernicterus, which includes high-tone sensory hearing loss and dystonic cerebral palsy 
with or without cognitive impairments.  
 
Causes include Rhesus or ABO incompatibility. Bilirubin levels at which injury may occur vary 
according to the gestational age of the infant and additional factors such as the presence of sepsis or 
metabolic acidosis and individual genetic susceptibility. There are currently guidelines for acting 
upon bilirubin levels with phototherapy or exchange transfusion 30. In addition to the presence of 
jaundice, symptoms of hyperbilirubinemia suggestive of ABE include poor feeding and neurological 
abnormalities of tone, with or without seizures. Jaundice in a term baby may not be as easily 
identified in infants with darker skins. Early neonatal discharge requires careful community follow-up 
to ensure early jaundice is not missed. 
 

Imaging  
 
MRI should be undertaken in a neonate with severe hyperbilirubinaemia and signs of ABE because 
CrUS is unable to detect lesions associated with kernicterus 31. Imaging within the neonatal period 
may reveal abnormalities with high signal on T1-weighted images within the globus pallidus and 
subthalamic nuclei, but this is variable and may be difficult to distinguish from normal findings of 
high signal intensity in these regions. In addition, signal intensities on T2-weighted imaging are 
unremarkable in the neonatal period. If neonatal abnormalities are present, then there are usually 
long-term clinical sequelae. If neonatal imaging is unremarkable and there are ongoing clinical 
concerns, then repeating the MRI beyond six months of age may be informative. Later imaging 
shows a reversal of the abnormal signal intensities in the globus pallidus with characteristic low 
signal on T1-weighted and high signal on T2-weighted images. Hippocampal involvement and 
atrophy may also be detected. There are currently no imaging correlates for sensorineural hearing 
loss.   
 

Summary Recommendations 
 
An MRI scan should be undertaken in a neonate with severe hyperbilirubinaemia associated with 
ABE. A standard neonatal brain MRI protocol is appropriate and best done as soon as it is safe and 
practical. If neonatal imaging is considered normal, a repeat scan after six months of age may be 
useful in infants with ongoing neurological concerns. MRI cannot give information on the likelihood 
of hearing impairment. 
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Neonatal hypoglycaemia 
 
Background 
 
Hypoglycaemia is the most common metabolic problem in the neonatal period. It is unclear what the 
effect of mild transient, clinically asymptomatic hypoglycaemia is on brain development and 
neurodevelopment. However, there is strong evidence for a correlation between severe prolonged 
hypoglycaemia, brain injury, and neurodevelopmental impairment 32 33. 
 
Term infants at risk of impaired metabolic adaptation are at higher risk of hypoglycaemia and 
adverse neurological sequelae. These include infants of diabetic mothers, infants whose mothers 
have taken beta-blockers, and infants with intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR). Hypoglycaemia 
may very rarely be a presenting sign in neonates with pituitary abnormalities.  
 

The BAPM Framework for Practice on Neonatal Hypoglycaemia used the following definitions for 
hypoglycaemia34: 

• Transient: one measurement of 1.0-1.9mmol/L within the first 48 hours after birth in an 
infant with no abnormal signs who is feeding effectively. 

• Recurrent: more than two measurements of 1.0-1.9mmol/L during the first 48 hours after 
birth. 

• Severe: <1.0mmol/L on a single occasion. 
 
The framework used an operational threshold of hypoglycaemia to guide interventions intended to 
raise blood glucose in the first 48 hours: 

• A value <1.0mmol/l at any time.   
• A single value <2.5mmol/l in a neonate with abnormal clinical signs.   
• A value <2.0mmol/l and remaining <2.0mmol/l at the next measurement in a baby with a 

risk factor for impaired metabolic adaptation and hypoglycaemia but without abnormal 
clinical signs.  

 

Neuroimaging in neonatal hypoglycaemia 
 
Severe and recurrent or prolonged hypoglycaemia can cause brain injury; the greatest risk is in 
infants with accompanying signs of acute neurological dysfunction. The most frequent injury pattern 
seen on MRI is in the parieto-occipital white and grey matter regions, with white matter being 
predominantly affected; other regions which may be involved are periventricular white matter, the 
basal ganglia and thalami, and the corpus callosum. Focal infarcts may also be seen 35 36. MRI should 
be undertaken in any neonate with seizures and/or reduced consciousness (lethargy, stupor, or 
coma) and blood glucose <2.5mmol/l because of the risk of brain injury and neurodevelopmental 
impairment in this group. MRI is not required for transient low blood glucose without abnormal 
neurological signs, although if the transient low blood glucose was <1.0mmol/l and there is 
uncertainty about the documented presence/absence of acute neurological dysfunction, then 
clinicians should consider referral for MRI. A standard neonatal brain MRI protocol is appropriate 
and best done as soon as it is safe and practical to do so. 
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Summary Recommendations 
 
While hypoglycaemia is associated with brain injury and neurodevelopmental impairment, the 
relationship between the severity and duration of hypoglycaemia and potential for injury is not 
straightforward. MRI should be undertaken in any neonate with seizures and/or reduced 
consciousness (lethargy, stupor or coma) and blood glucose <2.5mmol/l because of the risk of brain 
injury and neurodevelopmental impairment in this group.  MRI is not required for transient low 
blood glucose without abnormal neurological signs, although if the transient low blood glucose was 
<1mmol/l and there is uncertainty about the documented presence/absence of acute neurological 
dysfunction, then clinicians should consider referral for MRI. 
 
The pattern of injury acquired can aid prognosis for neurodevelopmental outcomes. However, a 
normal scan does not always exclude neurodevelopmental sequelae.  
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Term infants with congenital heart disease 
 
Background 
 
Survivors of CHD are at increased risk of a wide spectrum of neurodevelopmental impairment 
throughout childhood, including delayed motor milestones and slower cognitive and language 
development 37. Complex cognitive and motor dysfunction may only emerge as the child becomes 
older. In infants with complex CHD, up to 50% may have neurodevelopmental impairments 38. A 
significant number of infants with CHD have an underlying genetic disorder, which may also be 
associated with adverse neurodevelopmental sequelae 39. There is good evidence that delayed brain 
maturation begins in utero due to the aberrant fetal circulation leading to reduced oxygen and 
nutrient supply to the brain 40. Other factors associated with a worse outcome include preterm birth, 
long intensive care stay and ventilatory support, and infants from a poorer socioeconomic 
environment 37. Postnatally, infants are at risk of acquired brain injury which can occur both pre- and 
post-operatively. 
 

Neuroimaging of the term infant with CHD  
 
Infants with CHD are at increased risk of a wide spectrum of developmental and acquired cerebral 
lesions resulting in abnormal neurodevelopmental outcomes. Some infants will have underlying 
genetic conditions (e.g. 22q deletion, Trisomy 21) with overt structural anomalies and/or brain 
dysmaturation. Aberrant fetal circulation alone may impair brain development, and lesions may also 
be acquired peripartum or in association with surgical interventions. There is a wide spectrum of 
cerebral lesions reported in infants with CHD, with the most common findings being white matter 
injury, focal infarcts, haemorrhagic lesions and CVST41. Focal ischaemic lesions are more common 
following septostomy, but in general, cerebral injury and subsequent neurodevelopmental problems 
result from a combination of altered antenatal brain development and pre- and post-operative 
embolic and/ or hypoxic-ischaemic events 42.  
 
Two systematic reviews summarising the pre-operative neuroimaging findings in infants with CHD 
found a significant number of infants with developmental or acquired abnormalities on CrUS or MRI 
43 44 . The American Heart Association in 2012 recommended that all high-risk infants with CHD 
should undergo structured neurodevelopmental surveillance, and MRI should be undertaken if there 
are abnormal neurological signs or evidence of parenchymal brain injury or intracranial 
haemorrhage on CrUS38. However, in view of the growing literature on pre- and post-operative 
imaging and neurodevelopmental outcome, MRI in the fetal and early neonatal periods may help in 
elucidating the timing of onset of altered brain development and acquired injury in infants with 
critical CHD (e.g. hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS) pulmonary atresia with intact ventricular 
septum, simple transposition of the great arteries (TGA), interruption of the aortic arch and all 
infants requiring surgery within the first 28 days of life with the following conditions: coarctation of 
the aorta (CoA); aortic valve stenosis; pulmonary valve stenosis; tetralogy of Fallot (TOF); pulmonary 
atresia with ventricular septal defect (VSD); total anomalous pulmonary venous connection). 
 

Summary Recommendations 
 
In infants with CHD pre- and post-operative MRI may help in defining the timing and extent of 
cerebral injury and should be considered in infants with critical CHD. MRI should be undertaken in all 
infants where there are abnormal neurological signs, unexplained dysmorphic features, known 
genetic anomalies associated with brain abnormalities, or evidence of parenchymal injury on CrUS.  
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Term infants requiring extracorporeal membrane oxygenation 
 
Background 
 
Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is a modified form of cardiopulmonary bypass that 
provides cardio-respiratory support in severe respiratory or cardio-respiratory failure. It is effective 
at reducing mortality and morbidity in eligible neonates 45. Neurological complications are relatively 
common in infants supported with ECMO 46. Intracranial injury can occur in neonates because of 
illness severity prior to treatment (including prolonged periods of hypoxia, hypocarbia, 
cardiovascular instability, acidosis, and altered cerebral autoregulation) and/or ECMO-related 
phenomena (including complications associated with cannulation of central arterial/venous vessels, 
diminished pulsatility in veno–arterial (VA) ECMO, use of anticoagulants, and microthrombi from the 
circuit.  Long-term neurodevelopmental impairment ranges from 15% to 50% in these infants. Those 
at higher risk for neurological complications include infants with a diagnosis of congenital 
diaphragmatic hernia, preterm infants, infants less than 3kg, VA ECMO, longer duration of ECMO, 
pre-ECMO lactate and pre-ECMO cardiac arrest 47-51.  
 

Neuroimaging of the term infant on ECMO 
 
The most common types of brain injury associated with ECMO are ischaemic or haemorrhagic 
lesions, but generalised atrophy or ventricular dilatation has also been reported 52-56. Current 
guidelines from the Extracorporeal Life Support Organisation (ELSO) recommend CrUS before 
initiation of ECMO support and daily for the first 3-5 days after cannulation. While CrUS is good at 
identifying major ICH it is less sensitive for small ICH or ischaemic lesions. ELSO recommends 
neonates undergo advanced imaging after completion of ECMO therapy and prior to hospital 
discharge, with studies showing that CrUS significantly underestimates cerebral lesions 51. However, 
there is a paucity of evidence correlating early imaging with clinical outcomes. This may reflect the 
relative infrequency of ECMO and a lack of large multicentre studies. Routine MRI following ECMO 
would be best undertaken in the context of a research study or registry data collection alongside 
longer-term neurodevelopmental follow-up. In infants in whom there are abnormal neurological 
signs or evidence of parenchymal brain injury on CrUS, MRI is recommended following completion of 
ECMO. 
 
Summary Recommendations 
 
Infants undergoing ECMO are at risk of intracranial injury due to both the underlying pathology and 
complications of ECMO itself. Serial CrUS before and during ECMO is recommended but it may 
underestimate the degree of cerebral injury. There is only a limited amount of data relating acute 
brain injury following ECMO with long term neurodevelopmental problems. MRI following ECMO is 
recommended in infants in whom there are abnormal neurological signs or evidence of parenchymal 
brain injury on CrUS. 
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Preterm infants 
 
Background 
 
Preterm birth (<37 weeks GA) is a leading cause of neurodevelopmental impairment in childhood. 
The most common injuries are intraventricular haemorrhage (IVH), haemorrhagic parenchymal 
infarction (HPI) and white matter injury (WMI). The preterm infant is particularly susceptible to 
haemorrhagic brain injury that is apparent in CrUS in the first few days of life. Injury or 
dysmaturation from ischaemic and or inflammatory processes that is visible on neuroimaging usually 
evolves over several weeks after very preterm birth. The aetiology is complex and multifactorial and 
is associated with long-term neurodevelopmental impairment. The BAPM Framework on the 
perinatal management of extreme preterm birth before 27 weeks of gestation define severe 
impairment as including any of: 

• Severe cognitive impairment with an IQ lower than 55 (<-3 standard deviations); this will 
usually result in the need for educational support and require supervision in daily activities. 

• Severe cerebral palsy – classified as Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) 
grade 3 or greater. 

• Blindness or profound hearing impairment  
 

The risk of severe impairment resulting from preterm birth increases with decreasing gestation. For 
infants born alive who receive active treatment, at 22 weeks of gestation the risk for severe 
impairment is 24-43%, while at 26 weeks, the risk drops to 6-14% 57. 
 

Neuroimaging of the preterm infant 
 
Sequential CrUS is the standard imaging modality and will reliably detect germinal matrix 
haemorrhage (GMH), IVH, cPVL, PHVD 58-62. 
MRI at TEA (40-44 weeks GA) provides more anatomic detail than CrUS, which has led to: 

• A greater appreciation of the nature and extent of periventricular white matter 
abnormalities 63-66. 

• Detailed visualisation of the posterior limb of the internal capsule and cerebellar injury, both 
of which may carry prognostic significance 67 68. 

• The appreciation of basal ganglia and thalamic injury.  
 

However, there is debate about the value of an MRI at term equivalent age, particularly in an infant 
with no anomaly seen on CrUS. A recent meta-analysis of 11 studies comparing CrUS to brain MRI at 
TEA in detecting preterm brain injury showed significant heterogeneity in the studies69. Three 
studies reported a third to a half of preterm infants with a normal CrUS had anomalies detected on 
brain MRI; however, they were mostly mild white matter abnormalities. Cerebellar haemorrhage is 
recognised in 3.7-9% of CrUS scans of preterm infants and around 19% of MRI scans, with smaller 
haemorrhages detectable on MRI only 70-72. The NIHR-funded ePRIME RCT (n=511 participants) with 
nested diagnostic and cost evaluations was carried out to inform NHS practice about the use of MRI 
in preterm infants73. The study reported that, compared to ultrasound, MRI increased costs with 
only modest benefits to parental wellbeing and outcome prediction. So, MRI at term equivalent age 
is not indicated for all infants born at <33 weeks’ gestation. 
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Prediction of neuromotor outcome 
 
A CrUS with no major abnormality (defined absence of grade 3-4 IVH, cPVL or focal infarction) is 
highly predictive of survival without cerebral palsy (specificity 95%) 60. However, its sensitivity for 
cerebral palsy is low, with estimates ranging from 18% to 67% 74-77. The ePrime RCT showed that MRI 
predicted moderate to severe functional motor impairment at 20 months only slightly better than 
CrUS: AUC 0.74 (CI 0.66-0.83) for MRI versus 0.64 (CI 0.56-0.72) for CrUS 73.  

 

Prediction of cognitive outcome 
 
The specificity of CrUS for predicting cognitive outcome is lower than it is for neuromotor outcome: 
the pooled probability of a normal cognitive outcome with a normal ultrasound scan is estimated to 
be 82% (95% CI 79-85) 78. The ePrime study reported that MRI has high specificity 88.9% (95% CI 
85.2-91.9) but low sensitivity 27.9% (95%CI 19.8-37.2) for predicting scores <85 on the Bayley-III 
cognitive domain at 2 years of 73. The area under the receiver operator characteristic curve is <0.6 
for both modalities. These findings are consistent with a low sensitivity of neonatal neuroimaging for 
predicting cognition at 5 years of age after vert preterm birth79.  

 

11.5 Indication for MRI in preterm infants 
 
MRI should be considered if there is evidence of parenchymal injury on CrUS (large IVH, HPI, cPVL, 
PHVD, or focal pathology, including cerebellar lesions), abnormal neurological signs, or to aid 
diagnosis.  
 

Timing of MRI in preterm infants 
 
If the clinical team decide MRI is indicated for the reasons given above, the optimal timing is 40-44 
weeks because this allows for assessment of brain maturation and myelination. In some 
circumstances, an earlier MRI may be beneficial if neurometabolic disease, congenital infection or 
CNS malformation are suspected, to assist surgical planning (e.g. for PHVD treatment), in infants 
with unexplained abnormal signs, or to inform end-of-life decisions. If an earlier scan is being 
considered, then it must be undertaken in a centre equipped to care for preterm infants in the MRI 
environment. 
 

Summary Recommendations 
 
MRI is not routinely indicated for all preterm infants as available evidence indicates it only adds 
modest value to CrUS for predicting outcomes, which has to be balanced against the logistics and 
cost of scanning. MRI should be undertaken if there is evidence of parenchymal injury on CrUS (large 
IVH, HPI, cPVL, PHVD, or focal pathology, including cerebellar lesions), abnormal neurological signs, 
or to aid diagnosis. The optimal timing for MRI of the preterm infant is 40-44 weeks postmenstrual 
age because this allows for assessment of brain maturation and myelination. In some circumstances, 
an earlier MRI may be beneficial if neurometabolic disease, congenital infection or CNS 
malformation are suspected, to assist surgical planning (e.g. for PHVD treatment), in infants with 
unexplained abnormal signs, or to inform end-of-life decisions. 
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Appendix 1a: Suggested key sequences and parameters for neonatal 
MR scans at 1.5T 

Sequence Suggested Parameters 
Core Protocol 
Axial FSE T2 
Coronal FSE T2 

TR 4500 
TE 130 

Axial DWI B 700 / 800 
TR 7780 
TE minimum 

Axial TIR TR 3500 
TE minimum 
TI 1036 

Volume T1 TR 13.9 
TE 6.2 

Axial GE or SWI 
 

GRE T2 * 
TR 980 
TE6.0 

Optional Sequences 
Proton Density TR 4500 

TE 30 
MRV  
MRA  
MRS TE 144 

 
Appendix 1b: Suggested key sequences and parameters for neonatal 
MR scans at 3.0T 

Sequence Suggested Parameters 

Core Protocol 

Axial FSE T2 
Coronal FSE T2 

TR 12,000 
TE 156 

Axial DWI (quick) B 750 
TR shortest 
TE 49 

Volume T1 MP Rage TR 11 
TE 4.6 

SWI 
 

TR 32 
TE 25 

Optional Sequences 
MRV (PCA) TR shortest 

TE shortest 
MRA TR shortest 

TE 8 
MRS TE 144 and 288 

 
FSE: fast spin echo; TR: repetition time; TE: echo time; DWI: diffuse weighted imaging; TIR: true inversion 
recovery; GE: gradient echo; SWI: susceptibility weighted images; MRV: magnetic resonance venography; 
MRA: magnetic resonance angiography; MRS: magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 
  

These are suggested sequences and parameters; please refer to the manufacturer’s neonatal 
exam card for specific parameters relating to specific scanners. 
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Appendix 2: Example Reporting Proforma 
                                                                                      Date of report:   
 
                                                 

 
NEONATAL MRI BRAIN REPORT 
 
 
NAME:       REFERRER: 
D.O.B:   
D.O.S: 
NHS number:  
 
Clinical Details: 
 
GA:   Birth weight (g):                    OFC (cm):   
Apgar Scores: @1, @5, @10   Arterial pH     Venous pH   
 
Relevant family history: 
Antenatal history:   
Labour and Delivery:  
Condition at Birth:                           Apgar scores.                             Cord pH  
Placental histology:  
 
Presenting Issues: 
CFM/EEG:  
Cranial US:  
Metabolic investigations:  
Infection screen:   
Current neurology:   
Current feeding mode:   
Discharged to home:                                                    To referring hospital:  
 
Age at scan:       weeks PMA 
 
 
MRI SUMMARY:  
 
Findings: 
 
 
 
 
Aetiology: 
 
 
 
 
Suggested further investigations: 
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NAME:  
 
Images were obtained with:   e.g.  T1-, T2-weighted, diffusion-weighted, MRV, MRA and SWI 
 
Bi parietal diameter =   mm                        Occipitofrontal diameter =    mm  
 
MR derived OFC =     cm  
 
Cortex:  
Hippocampi:  
 
Basal ganglia and thalami:  
 
Posterior limb of the internal capsule:  
 
White matter:  
 
Corpus callosum:  
 
Cerebellum:      
 
Brainstem:   
 
Extracerebral space:  
 
Ventricles   Lateral:  
                      3rd:  
                      4th:  

Aqueduct: 
 
Germinal matrix:  
 
Cavum Septum Pellucidum:  
 
Myelination:  
 
Pituitary gland :  
 
Orbits:                                                                Optic nerves:  
 
 
Specific sequence details  
 
Diffusion ADC map:  
SWI:  
FLAIR:  
MRV: 
MRA:  
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Appendix 3: Development of the framework 
 
The framework was conceived as an update on the British Association of Perinatal Medicine (BAPM) 
2016 Framework: ‘Fetal and Neonatal Brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Clinical Indications, 
Acquisitions and Reporting.’ The proposal for the update was initiated by the chair of the 2016 
framework (TA) and was agreed by the BAPM board. 
 
Recruitment to BAPM working groups follows a standard procedure, the Chair and Chief Executive 
agree the list of representatives that are needed and an advert is sent out asking BAPM members 
and stakeholders to apply. Trainee and parent representatives are always included. Applications are 
then anonymised before being considered by the Working Group Chair. The members of the working 
group for the 2016 framework were also invited to contribute to this update and a number agreed 
to contribute. 
 
The first meeting of the working group was on 14 January 2021. At this meeting it was agreed that 
formal endorsement from the British Paediatric Neurology Association (BPNA), British Society of 
Neuroradiologists (BSNR) and the Society of Radiographers (SoR) would be desirable. Therefore, the 
working group was expanded by additional members from these societies. At a subsequent meeting 
in November 2021, it was agreed to limit the scope of the framework to neonatal brain imaging and 
not include fetal brain imaging as it was decided this would be better served as a separate 
framework to include whole body fetal imaging. 
 
A framework for practice is not meant to be a comprehensive systematic review of the literature, 
nor a didactic guideline for management, but a document which distils the current evidence of 
practice obtained through standard literature searches and provides recommendations for 
implementation within the specific context of the UK National Health Service. 
 
Individual members of the group were responsible for drafting different sections of the framework 
based on literature review including existing guidelines as well as clinical experience. These were 
then compiled by the chair and the document circulated to the whole group for comment and edited 
accordingly. A final draft was put out to consultation on 23 January 2023 for six weeks. The 
consultation process involved circulating the document to members and stakeholders of BAPM as 
well as circulating to the collaborating organisations (BPNA, BSNR and SoR). The chair complied 
responses to the reviews of the document and following consultation with the group members a 
final version of the framework was agreed upon for publication taking into account feedback from 
the peer review. 
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